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 Barley yellow dwarf (BYD) is one of the most destructive diseases of cereal crops 
worldwide. Barley yellow dwarf viruses (BYDVs) are responsible for BYD and affect many 
cereals including wheat and oats.  Symptoms depend on cultivar and environment, but normally 
include stunted growth, leaf discoloration, inhibition of root formation and blasting of florets.  
Economic losses due to BYD are common in both wheat and oats due to reduced photosynthesis 
and inhibited roots.  In the first study, the objective was to identify quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
for tolerance to BYD in the tolerant lines IL86-1156 and IL86-6404.  A recombinant inbred line 
(RIL) population (Population 4) consisting of 115 lines, developed from a cross between IL86-
1156 and the sensitive cultivar Clintland 64, was evaluated for BYD tolerance in the field at 
Urbana, IL in 2002, 2003, 2010 and 2011.  A similar population (RIL population 5) of 177 oat 
RILs developed from a cross between IL86-6404 and the sensitive cultivar Clintland 64 was also 
evaluated for BYD tolerance in Urbana, IL over the same years.  The populations had broad 
continuous distributions for BYD rating (0-9 scale).  QTL for tolerance to BYD were identified 
on four chromosomes in RIL population 4 and seven chromosomes in RIL population 5.  Two 
major QTL were observed on chromosome 3C and 19A in both populations.  The QTL on 
chromosome 3C explained between 51.4% and 65.6% of the phenotypic variation while the QTL 
on chromosome 19A explained between 19% and 44%.  Chromosomes with consensus QTL 
include 3C, 19A and 1C; however, 1C needs to be further investigated because it appears to be in 
a different location based on the population.  Previous reports have identified large effect QTL 
for BYDV tolerance however; it is uncertain if they are in similar genomic regions.  The results 
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of this study indicate a few large effect regions are important for BYDV tolerance in IL86-1156 
and IL86-6404.  The markers that were found in association with these QTL can be utilized in 
breeding programs for parental selections.  This can increase the efficiency of creating lines with 
BYDV tolerance by better selecting parents with complementary alleles at the important BYDV 
loci. 
 In the second study, three different methods for evaluation of BYDV tolerance were 
compared for the amount of phenotypic variation they capture.  In the first method, BYD rating, 
wheat and oat hills were rated on a 0 – 9 scale (inoculated vs control), with 0 being tolerant 
plants showing no symptoms and 9 being completely sensitive.  This method is considered the 
standard procedure for evaluation of BYD.  The second method, percent dwarfing, was a 
percentage calculated from the difference in height between the inoculated and controls hills.  
This method has been used in conjunction with BYD rating in wheat evaluations of BYD.  The 
third method, percent biomass loss, was a measurement of the percentage calculated from the 
difference in total biomass between inoculated and control hills.  In this study, 60 oat lines, as 
well as 118 wheat lines were evaluated using the three methods in Urbana, IL in 2011 and 2012.  
Genetic variances and standard deviations were used to determine the amount of variation in 
each method. Percent biomass loss exhibited the largest genetic standard deviations compared to 
that of BYD rating and percent dwarfing in both oats and wheat.  Percent dwarfing had the next 
largest genetic standard deviation followed by BYD rating.  Pearson correlations exhibited a 
similar trend throughout the oat and wheat tests.  The strongest correlation was between percent 
dwarfing and percent biomass loss followed by biomass loss and BYD rating.  The only 
exception was observed in the 5-State Test in wheat where percent biomass loss and BYD rating 
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had the strongest correlation.  The top and bottom lines were ranked with each method and 
examined for similarities with BYD rating.  All the methods were able to rank the most sensitive 
lines very successfully.  Percent biomass loss did a slightly better job ranking the top lines than 
percent dwarfing in similarity with BYD rating.  To determine if a method should be 
recommended for use, the time required to collect data and the skill required to perform the tasks 
were taken into consideration.  Percent biomass loss requires the most time and work for data 
collection but can be performed by less experienced workers in the breeding program.  Percent 
dwarfing is much quicker than percent biomass loss and can also be performed by workers with 
less experience.  BYD rating requires skill and experience to be performed correctly but can be 
done in a much quicker manner.  The results of this study indicate that percent biomass loss does 
a better job capturing variation in BYDV infected plants but requires too much time to be used 
efficiently in a breeding program.  The current methods of using BYD rating in oats and BYD 
rating in combination with percent dwarfing should continue to be used in breeding programs for 
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Small grains, including wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and oats (Avena sativa L.) are 
important cereal grains grown worldwide for consumption by both humans and livestock. Wheat 
is one the most widely cultivated crops worldwide. World production of wheat was just over 653 
million tonnes (24 billion bushels) in 2010 with the U.S. being responsible for 60 million tonnes 
(2.2 billion bushels).  Wheat was harvested on 19.3 million hectares (47,691,300 acres) in the 
U.S. in 2010. Illinois is in the soft-red winter wheat region, and produced an average of 1.3 
million tonnes (49.1 million bushels) of wheat on 329,000 harvested hectares (813,000 acres) 
over the five year period between 2006 and 2010 (USDA, 2010).  The majority of the wheat 
grown in Illinois goes into human consumption for cakes, pastries and crackers. 
Oats once ranked as high as sixth in the world in grain crop production, but production is 
trending downward as more and more producers place emphasis on crops such as corn and 
soybean (Marshall and Sorrells, 1992).  In the U.S., oats are grown on over 1.2 million hectares 
(3 million acres) and in 2009, production totaled over 2.5 million tonnes (93 million bushels), 
making up about 5% of the world supply (USDA, 2009).  Because of the nutrition benefit of 
oats, livestock such as cattle and horses are regularly fed oats as part of their diet.  In fact 75% of 
the consumption of oats is for livestock feed while 22% is used for human consumption and seed 
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(Marshall and Sorrells, 1992).  Oats are also commonly used as a cover crop.  It is important to 
protect and maintain the worldwide supply of wheat and oats because of their contribution to the 
diets of both humans and livestock. 
Barley Yellow Dwarf (BYD) is acknowledged to be one of the most destructive diseases 
of cereal crops worldwide and may have serious economic impacts on cereal grain production 
(Burnett and D’Arcy, 1995).  Barley yellow dwarf viruses (BYDVs) are the causal agent of BYD 
and was first described in barley by Oswald and Houston in 1951, but also infects other grass 
species including wheat and oats.  Symptoms tend to depend on cultivar and environment but 
normally include stunted growth, leaf discoloration, inhibition of root formation, and blasting of 
florets (Jensen and D’Arcy, 1995).  In winter wheat, fall infection causes more stunting 
symptoms while spring infection usually shows more leaf discoloration symptoms. The 
discoloration in wheat is usually yellow in color while oats can either show yellowing or 
reddening of the leaf blades, especially at the leaf tips (Kosova, et al. 2008).  These changes in 
appearance are due to the reduction of chlorophyll and photosynthesis. The resulting reduction in 
the production of photosynthates leads to substantial yield loss.  Root growth inhibition prevents 
the uptake of water and nutrients and may also lead to yield loss (Kolb et. al., 1991).  The virus 
can also lead to the degradation of the phloem and the collapse of the sieve elements.  Infected 
plants with unripe grains also become more sensitive to fungal infections further reducing yields 
(Jensen and D’Arcy, 1995).  There may also be some asymptomatic infections that can also 
reduce grain yield (Perry, et al. 2000).  Reduction in photosynthesis and root growth inhibition 
are primary causes for grain yield loss.  In fact, roots of spring wheat infected with BYDV 
vectored by Rhopalosiphum padi had 40% reduction in length compared to their controls 
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(Riedell et al. 2003).  Kolb et al. came to the same conclusion on root growth inhibition in 
growth chamber studies (1991).   
In Illinois, the BYDV-PAV-IL isolate was estimated to cause 0.34 to 0.55% yield loss for 
each percent increase in virus infection of wheat (Perry et al., 2000). Overall yield losses due to 
BYDVs range from 11 to 33% but have been reported up to 86% in wheat (Lister and Ranieri, 
1995).  Even a small increase (1%) in BYD incidence has caused dramatic yield and economic 
losses.  In 1989, a hypothetical 5% loss due to BYDVs in the United States resulted in crop 
losses of $387.1 million for wheat and $28.0 million for oats (Hewings & Eastman, 1995).  
There has been little work done on the relationship between BYDV infection and yield loss in 
oats.  One experiment by McKirdy et al. (2002) determined that yield losses in oats ranged from 
13-25 kg/ha for each 1% increase in incidence of BYDV.  Bauske et. al. (1997) determined a 
yield reduction of 4.5% for every 10% increase in incidence.   
 BYD is caused by a group of luteoviruses that are called barley yellow dwarf viruses 
(BYDVs).  They are phloem limited viruses that are obligately transmitted to the grasses via their 
aphid vectors.  Because of their phloem limitation the virus is found in low concentrations and 
infects only a few cells per plant.  The virus particles are icosahedra and range from 22-25 nm. 
Aphids must feed on infected plants in order to transmit them to other plants because the virus 
does not replicate in the aphid and do not persist transovarially (Hewings, 1995). 
There are at least 25 aphid species that transmit BYDV, and the strains of BYDV are 
distinguished by the species of aphid vector (Halbert and Voegtlin, 1995).  Historically, 
taxonomy of these viruses has been based on the aphid specificity, their range of hosts, and cross 
protection of various strains.   These specific virus strains have now been classified into two 
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subgroups because of serological properties and nucleic acid hybridization.  Subgroup I is 
composed of PAV (Rhopalosiphum padi and Macrosiphum avenae), MAV (Macrosiphum 
avenae), and SGV (Schizaphis graminum).  Subgroup II contains RPV (Rhopalosiphum padi) 
and RMV (Rhopalosiphum maidis).  Subgroup I was determined to have a single membrane 
bound vesicle found in the cytoplasm while subgroup II has a double membrane and is 
continuous with the endoplasmic reticulum (Halbert and Voegtlin, 1995). 
 The most common vector of BYDV in North America is the aphid genus Rhopalosiphum.   
This genus of aphid is primarily holocyclic and prefers damp environments.  There are two main 
species of Rhopalosiphum that vector BYDV, Rhopalosiphum maidis and Rhopalosiphum padi. 
R. padi is the primary vector for BYDV in Illinois.  This vector overwinters anholocyclically 
when there are mild winters or when there is snow protection.  During the fall, the aphids can be 
found at or below ground level.  They may also colonize at leaf bases, stems, and or heads 
(Halbert and Voegtlin, 1995).   
The transmission of BYDVs involves three types of interactions.  These include the direct 
interaction between the virus and vector, the direct interaction between the vector and host plant, 
and the indirect interactions between the virus and vectors that occur because of physiological 
changes in the host plant.  Examining the direct interactions between virus and vector allow for 
determining the transmission phenotype (Power and Gray, 1995).  There are many factors that 
influence the transmission phenotype.  These include, variation in BYDV transmission within an 
aphid species, length of acquisition and inoculation access period, transmission efficiency related 




 There are also many mechanisms that regulate the virus acquisition and transmission by 
aphids.  BYDV is acquired by the aphids through feeding on infected plants.   The virus is drawn 
into the food canal with the phloem sap.  It then passes through the foregut, anterior and 
posterior midgut and then into the hindgut where it can be acquired into the aphid hemoceol.  It 
is then believed to be taken up by cells through a receptor-mediated uptake method by the 
hindgut epithelial cells (Power and Gray, 1995).  The virus is then transmitted to plants, most 
likely through the salivary system and more specifically the accessory salivary gland (Rochow, 
1969b) 
 There are also indirect virus-to-vector interactions, specifically within the host plant.  It 
has been hypothesized that that the yellowing symptoms of leaves may lead to aphid attraction to 
infected plants (Kring, 1972).  Feeding behavior may also be affected when feeding on infected 
plants.  In fact, aphids increase speed of ingestion, and feed for longer amounts of time when 
feeding on infected plants.  Kennedy et al. (1951) showed that there may be mutualism between 
virus and vector.  The virus improves suitability of the plant for the vector and in turn the vector 
distributes the virus.  However, this mutualism is diffuse at best and was most likely not strongly 
coevolved.  
 There are many characteristics or symptoms of BYD that can be evaluated; however, 
there is no one symptom that is an effective indicator of susceptibility (Endo and Brown, 1964).  
Traditionally, a 0 to 9 scale is used as a visual evaluation based on stunting, blasting and 
chlorosis (Qualset, 1984; Hewings et al., 1992).  Using this scale, a rating of 0 would be a 
completely healthy plant, while a rating of 9 would be severely infected, mostly blasted and 
highly stunted. The 0 to 9 scale can be used with most small grains including wheat and oats.   
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 Problems can arise when using this visual evaluation scale because it leaves room for 
interpretation among raters and this is especially the case with inexperienced raters.  For the most 
part, experienced raters will be within one unit of each other with their ratings, but inexperienced 
raters may diverge further than one unit.  Other problems that have arisen include lack of 
variation in ratings.  When most ratings are in the moderate range, effective selection can be 
difficult to achieve (Kolb Personal Communication, 2010).  To improve selections within wheat, 
control and inoculated hills are used in the University of Illinois disease nursery.   
 Several other symptoms and characteristics of BYD can be evaluated for assessment of 
germplasm.  Third leaf length has been reported to be longer in tolerant oat plants than in 
sensitive (Gellner et al. 1992).  Yield, yield reduction and yield components have also been 
examined in drilled winter wheat (Hoffman and Kolb 1998).  Although, visual symptoms were 
not consistently correlated with yield or yield loss, they suggest that number of tillers, kernels 
per spike and kernel weight could be developed into selection schemes.   
 There are two main methods used for the control to BYDVs.  Since the virus is spread by 
aphids, insecticides can be effective in controlling aphid populations.  Synthetic pyrethroids and 
imidocloprid seed treatments significantly decrease BYDV incidence and thus increase grain 
yield (McKirdy and Jones, 1996).  Organophosphates and carbamates have also been developed 
for aphid control (Mann, 1991).  Combining seed treatment with imidocloprid and two foliar 
applications have been shown to decrease BYD by 88% and increase grain yield up to 76%; 
however, this is only economically feasible in highly intensive agricultural systems.  The most 
feasible form of control is the use of tolerant or resistance lines (McKirdy and Jones, 1996; 
Gourmet, 1996).   
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There has been much discussion of tolerance vs. resistance with BYDVs.  Two types of 
resistance to BYDV have been distinguished; virus resistance and field resistance.  Virus 
resistance is when there is a low virus titer in infected plants whereas field resistance is the 
reduction of symptoms of infection independent of the virus titer.  Field resistance is usually 
referred to as tolerance (Kosova et. al 2008).  In this thesis, resistance will be defined as reduced 
viral replication in infected plants (Cooper and Jones, 1983).  Tolerance will therefore be defined 
as the development of mild or negligible symptoms in infected plants.  It can also be stated as the 
ability of plants to yield under BYDV infection.  It is also important to recognize that the 
mechanisms of tolerance and resistance are not yet known. 
 There have been two genes (Bdv1 and Bdv2) identified for tolerance to BYDV in wheat 
and two genes (Ryd1 and Ryd2) in barley.  Bdv1 is believed to originate from a Brazillian cultivar 
Frontana.  Singh et al. (1993) introduced Bdv1 into North American bread wheat and located the 
gene on 7DS in linkage with adult plant resistance genes for leaf and stripe rusts (Lr34 and 
Yr18).  The Bdv2 gene originated in an intermediate wheatgrass called Thinopyrum intermedium 
and located the gene on chromosome 7E.  After introduction into wheat, the wheat lines carrying 
the translocation of 7EL were shown to contain Bdv2.  Breeding has been more prominent with 
Bdv1 gene rather than Bdv2 (Kosova et al., 2008). 
There have been several QTL for BYD tolerance in oats identified by Jin et al. (1998) and 
by Barbosa-Neto et al. (2000).  It has been proposed that two to four genes are responsible for 
BYD tolerance (McKenzie et al. 1985).  Zhu et al. (2003) examined BYD tolerance in cultivated 
oat by crossing the tolerant variety ‘Ogle’ with the sensitive line MAM17-5. A total of 272 RFLP, 
SSR and AFLP markers were used in the identification of QTL.  Four QTL (BYDq1, BYDq2, 
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BYDq3 and BYDq4) for BYD tolerance were identified and were found on linkage groups OM1, 
5, 7 and 24, respectively.  A significant epistatic effect was also found between some of the QTL.  
Their final model (including epistatic effects) explained 50.3-58.2% of the total variation for 
BYD tolerance.  They also reported that some of the QTL for BYD tolerance were closely linked 
to QTLs for plant height and days to heading.  
 Over the last few decades molecular marker technology has increased substantially, 
especially in crops such as maize and soybeans.  Progress in oats, however, has been much 
slower because of the lack of investment in the crop.  Various marker analysis methods have 
been developed and are continuing to develop each year.  The type of markers used have changed 
from restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), amplified fragment length 
polymorphism (AFLP), randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), simple sequence 
repeats (SSR) to single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Bolstein et. al., 1980, Chee et al. 
1996; Vos et al., 1995; Weber and May, 1989; Williams et al., 1990).  SSR and SNP markers with 
coverage wide enough for fingerprinting studies have only recently become available in oat 
(Wight et al. 2010; Jackson et al., 2011; Oliver et al., 2010; Oliver et al., 2011).   
 One viable option that has been used in wheat and other crops is the use of a new marker 
platform called Diversity Array Technology (DArT).  This high throughput technique is very 
useful because it does not require sequence information.  A genomic representation is developed 
from amplified restriction fragments that can then be analyzed by the presence/absence of a 
particular clone.  A microarray platform can then simultaneously type several thousand loci for 
an efficient genomic analysis (Jaccoud et al., 2001).  These DArT markers have proven to 
provide an enhanced map coverage of the oat genome.  Tinker et al. (2009) found more than 
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2000 polymorphic markers used in a global diversity study and identified 2700 potential 
polymorphic markers for future studies; however, DArT markers the reliability of DArT marker 
data has been questionable and therefore may not be the best option for genotyping. 
 Recently, a high density oat single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array containing 
6000 SNPs was developed. The genotyping assay was performed using Infinium assay 
developed by Illumina. These SNPs along with the previously mentioned markers were recently 
published in a physically anchored oat consensus map (Oliver et. al. 2013).  This new SNP array 
has been reported to be extremely reliable and shows potential for being useful in breeding 
programs. 
 New breeding technologies such as marker-assisted selection and genomic selection 
along with high density and high throughput marker platforms (such as the high density oat SNP 
array mentioned previously) provide breeders with the tools to increase future genetic gains.  
With improvements in the understanding of the genetic architecture of wheat and oat, marker-
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QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI ASSOCIATED WITH BARLEY YELLOW DWARF 





Oat (Avena sativa L.) is an important cereal grain grown worldwide for consumption by 
both humans and livestock.  It ranks sixth in the world in production, but production trended 
downward as more and more producers place emphasis on crops such as corn and soybean 
(Marshall and Sorrells 1992). Barley yellow dwarf (BYD) is a destructive disease of small grains 
that is caused by Barley yellow dwarf virus.  The disease can have substantial effects on grain 
yield because of reduction of photosynthates produced and root growth inhibition.   
 Molecular marker technology in oats has lagged behind other crops such as corn and 
soybeans.  Because of this, only a small amount of work has been done on discovering marker-
trait associations for BYD.  With the development of technology in maize and soybeans, many of 
the same technologies have now been developed for oat.  One option that has been used in wheat 
and other crops is the use of a new marker platform called Diversity Array Technology (DArT) 
(Jaccoud et al., 2001). This high-throughput technique is very useful because it does not require 
sequence information.  A genomic representation is developed from amplified restriction 
fragments that can then be analyzed by the presence/absence of a particular clone.  A microarray 
platform can then simultaneously type several thousand loci at the same time for an efficient 
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genomic analysis.  Tinker et al. (2009) found more than 2000 polymorphic markers used in a 
global diversity study and identified about 2700 potential polymorphic markers for future 
studies; however DArT markers have been reported as unreliable in some experiments as well.  
SSR and SNP makers have recently been developed for oat and may prove to be useful for 
finding QTL for BYD tolerance (Oliver et al., 2013).  The Collaborative Oat Research Enterprise 
has an association mapping study containing a diversity panel of 109 oat lines has shown to be 
promising using the recently developed SNP markers.  
Breeding for tolerance to BYD is the main method used to combat the destructive nature 
of the disease.  It is believed that two to four genes are responsible for BYDV tolerance in oats 
(McKenzie et al. 1985). Four QTL (BYDq1, BYDq2, BYDq3 and BYDq4) for BYD tolerance 
were identified and were found on linkage groups OM1, 5, 7 and 24 (Zhu et al., 2003).  Several 
other chromosomal regions have been found as well. Barbosa-Neto et al. (2003) found 21 
chromosomal regions distributed over 16 linkage groups that were associated with tolerance to 
BYD.   
In this study, two recombinant inbred populations derived from two tolerant × sensitive 
crosses (IL 86-1156 × Clintland 64 and IL 86-6404 × Clintland 64) were examined for BYDV 
tolerance.  The goal of this study is to identify QTL for BYDV tolerance present in IL 86-1156 
and IL 86-6404.  Identified QTL could then be used in screening in breeding programs and may 
also lead to pyramiding of tolerance alleles from different sources to further improve host 
tolerance to BYD.  This can lead to improved tolerance to BYDV, reduced losses caused by the 








Two populations of recombinant inbred lines (RILs) developed at the University of 
Illinois were examined with SNP markers (Ochs, 2004).  The populations were made by crossing 
BYDV sensitive parent (Clintland 64) with a BYDV tolerant parent (IL 86-1156 and IL 86-
6404). RIL population four was composed of 115 RILs that were created from a cross between 
Clintland 64 and IL 86-1156.  RIL population 5 was composed of 177 RILs that were created 
from a cross between Clintland 64 and IL 86-6404.  Both RIL population 4 and RIL population 5 




Two years of phenotypic data were analyzed by Nick Ochs in 2002 and 2003.  The lines 
were grown in both non-replicated rows and replicated hills.  Ochs used the non-replicated rows 
for seed advancement and tissue collection for DNA evaluation with SSR/CAPS/STS markers.  
Three replications of hills were used for evaluation of BYDV in the University of Illinois BYDV 
nursery.  In this study, the phenotypic data from 2002-2003 was used as well as data from 2010 
and 2011.  Three replications of hills were planted in a randomized complete block design with 
15 seeds per hill in the BYDV nursery in 2002-2003.  In the years 2010 and 2011 two 
replications were used.  When the seedlings were in the three leaf stage (approximately 20 days 
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after planting), the hills were inoculated with viruliferous Rhopalosiphum padi (L.).  The plants 
were sprayed with insecticide (Cygon 2E™) after one week to kill the aphids.  To evaluate 
BYDV tolerance, the Illinois isolate BYDV-PAV was used.  BYDV severity was evaluated using 
a scale from 0 to 9 with 0 being assigned to the most tolerant plants and 9 indicating the most 
sensitive (Qualset, 1984; Hewings et al., 1992).   
 
DNA Isolation and Marker Analysis 
 
DNA samples were sent to the USDA-ARS Small Grains Genotyping lab in Fargo, ND 
for analysis with SNP markers.  The RILs were grown in the greenhouse for leaf tissue sampling 
by clipping a two-inch piece of leaf once the plants obtained a three leaf.  For streamlining with 
the genotyping lab, 96-well plates filled with silica were obtained directly from the USDA-ARS 
Small Grains Genotyping Lab.  Leaf tissue was then sent to lab in Fargo for genotyping with a 
high density oat SNP array containing 6000 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The 
genotyping assay was performed using the Infinium assay developed by Illumina (Oliver, et al. 
2013). 
 
Linkage Map Construction and QTL Identification 
  
JMP Genomics 5.1 software (SAS Institute, Cary NC) was used to construct linkage 
maps with 21 expected linkage groups.  RIL population 4 had 21 linkage groups formed from 
1070 SNP markers while RIL population 5 had 31 linkage groups formed from 996 SNP 
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markers.  Linkage groups were assigned to chromosomes via a framework map from a recently 
published consensus map (Oliver et. al., 2013).  QTL analysis was performed with composite 
interval mapping (CIM) using JMP Genomics 5.1.  The logarithm of odds (LOD) threshold was 
determined using 1000 permutations at α=0.05 and was set at 3.19 in 2002-2010 and 3.18 in 
2003-2011 for RIL population 4.  In RIL population 5 the LOD thresholds were set at 3.08 in 
2002-2010 and 2.74 for RIL populations 5.  JMP Genomics 5.1 was also used to calculate R2 




 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for phenotypic data was performed using PROC MIXED 
of SAS® v9.2 (SAS Institute INC, 2008). PROC UNIVARIATE was used to evaluate the residual 
normality, and confirm ANOVA assumptions.  The Brown-Forsythe test of PROC GLM was 
used to assess homogeneity of error variance across years.  Data for BYD rating were combined 
for years 2002-2010 and 2003-2011 based on homogeneity of variances.  The statistical model 
used to analyze individual years consisted of replication, RIL, and the random experimental error 
term.  The statistical model for combined years consisted of year, replication, RIL, RIL x year, 
and the random experimental error.  All terms in the models were considered to be random 
effects.  Best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) estimates were achieved using the ESTIMATE 
command within PROC MIXED to determine whether years were significantly different for 
BYD rating.  Variance component estimates were obtained from ANOVA to calculate broad-
sense heritability estimates.  Heritability estimates were calculated as  
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[σ2RIL / σ2RIL + ( σ2RIL×year/n) + σ2err/(n × y)] for ratings across years, and  90% confidence 




Phenotypic BYDV Evaluations 
 
BYD rating showed broad continuous distributions in both RIL populations and across 
years (Figures 2.1-2.4).  The two parent means were at opposite ends of the distributions which 
was expected for a population developed from a tolerant x sensitive biparental cross.  Because of 
heterogeneous variances all four years of data could not be combined; however, variances 
between years 2002-2010 and 2003-2011 could be combined in pairs.  This was the case for both 
RIL population 4 and RIL population 5.  In RIL population 4 there were significant differences in 
BYD rating between 2002 and 2010 (P = 0.0001) as well as significant differences between 2003 
and 2011 (P = 0.0001).  RIL population 5 exhibited the same results as seen in RIL population 4 
with significant differences between 2002 and 2010 (P = 0.0001) as well as between 2003 and 
2011 (P = 0.0001).  In RIL population 4 the two parents exhibited vastly different BYD ratings 
across the year combinations with IL 86-1156 having a mean of 2.67 and 3.33 in 2002-2010 and 
2003-2011, respectively (Table 2.1).  Clintland 64 had an average of 8.50 and 8.06 for the two 
year combinations.  The two parents in RIL population 5 exhibited similar differences in ratings 
as was seen in RIL population 4 with IL 86-6404 having an average BYD rating of 0.89 and 2.47 
compared to 8.50 and 8.08 for the sensitive parent Clintland 64 in the year combinations 2002-
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2010 and 2003-2011.  Broad-sense heritability estimates for BYDV ranged from 0.80 to 0.95 in 




Several QTL were identified to be in association with barley yellow dwarf virus rating in 
both RIL population 4 and RIL population 5 in both year combinations.  LOD graphs for linkage 
groups where significant QTL were located are presented in Appendix A.  Significant QTL 
mapped to chromosomes 1C, 3C, 5C, 15A, 19A, 9D, 12D. Three QTL were significant across 
both populations and year combinations and mapped to chromosomes 1C, 3C, and 19A.  Several 
minor QTL were observed in one or a few year combinations in the two populations (Table 2.2). 
 The most significant QTL mapped to chromosome 3C and was observed in both 
populations and both year combinations.  The QTL was linked to two closely linked SNP 
markers depending on the population and year combination.  In RIL population 4 the QTL was 
linked to marker GMI_ES12_c8736_490 in 2002-2010 and GMI_DS_cc1800_254 in 2003-2011.  
These markers explained 51.39% of the phenotypic variation in 2002-2010 and 58.84% in 2003-
2011.  GMI_DS_cc1800_254 was only 0.3 cM away from GMI_ES12_c8736_490 in RIL 
population 4 and in the 2002-2010 year combination was the second most significant marker and 
explained 50.98% of the variation. In RIL population 5 the QTL was linked to marker 
GMI_ds_cc1800_254 in both year combinations and accounted for 60.38% and 65.55% of the 
phenotypic variation for 2002-2010 and 2003-2011, respectively.   
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 Chromosome 19A also had a highly significant QTL present in both populations.  In RIL 
population 4 the QTL was linked to the marker GMI_es05_c4422_582 in both 2002-2010 and 
2003-2011.  This marker explained 19.03% of the phenotypic variation in 2002-2010 and 
21.20% in 2003-2011.  In RIL population 5 the QTL was linked to marker GMI_es17_c360_817.  
This marker explained 44.08% of the phenotypic variation in 2002-2010 and 39.65% in 2003-
2011.  In both populations another significant marker (GMI_es05_c3073_282) was found closely 
linked to the previously mentioned markers and explained 17.35% (2002-2010) and 18.52% 
(2003-2011) in RIL population 4.  In RIL population 5, GMI_es05_c3073_282 explained 66.36% 
(2002-2010) and 36.32% (2003-2011). 
 The last QTL that was significant across both populations and year combinations mapped 
to chromosome 1C.  In RIL population 4, for the year combination of 2002-2010 the QTL was 
linked to marker GMI_es_cc11019_290 and explained 21.09% of the phenotypic variation.  For 
2003-2011 the QTL was linked to the marker GMI_es05_c4422_582 and explained 21.20% of 
the phenotypic variation.  In RIL population 5 the QTL was linked to GMI_es_lb_7284 in 2002-
2010 and explained 12.82% of the phenotypic variation.  In 2003-2010 the QTL was linked to 
GMI_es17_c13199_137 and explained 11.81% of the phenotypic variation.  There were five 
other markers that appeared to be in linkage disequilibrium with GMI_es17_c13199_137 that 
also were linked to the QTL; however, further investigation is needed into this QTL because it 
appears to be in a different location in the two populations. 
 Several minor QTL were observed depending on the population and the year 
combination.   A QTL mapping to chromosome 5C was observed in RIL population 4 in 2002-
2010 as well as both year combinations in RIL population 5.  In RIL population 4 the QTL was 
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linked to marker GMI_DS_LB_6884. This marker explained 14.0% of the phenotypic variation.  
In RIL population 5 for both year combinations the QTL was linked to marker GMI_GBS_9676 
and explained 11.41% of the phenotypic variation in 2002-2010 and 11.13% in 2003-2011. 
 RIL population 5 had three minor QTL that mapped to chromosomes 15A, 9D and 12D.  
The QTL on chromosome 15A was observed in 2002-2010 and was linked to marker 
GMI_ds_opt_12128_39, and it explained 10.45% of the phenotypic variation.  Two QTL were 
observed in 2003-2011 that mapped to chromosomes 9D and 12D.  The QTL on chromosome 9D 
was linked to the marker GMI_es14_c2753_587 and explained 13.71% of the phenotypic 
variance while the QTL on chromosome 12D was linked to marker GMI_DS_LB_6064 and 




 A broad and continuous distribution was observed for BYD rating in both RIL 
populations and year combinations which is in agreement with previous work that host plant 
tolerance for BYDV is multigenic (McKenzie et al., 1985; Zhu et al., 2003; Barbosa-Neto et al. 
2000; Jin et al., 1998).  Wide phenotypic variance is expected from a bi-parental population 
derived from a tolerant by sensitive cross as in this case with the tolerant parents IL86-1156 and 
IL86-6404 when crossed with the sensitive Clintland 64.  In the two populations all tolerance 
QTL were contributed by the tolerant parent (IL86-1156 in RIL population 4 and IL86-6404 in 
RIL population 5). Very few transgressive segregants were observed in the two populations, but 
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the few that were observed likely results in the fact that there may in fact be small effect 
tolerance QTL contributed by Clintland 64. 
 Like many quantitative traits such as tolerance to BYDV, environmental variation can 
further complicate the selection of tolerant cultivars.  In this study, phenotypic variance varied 
across the two populations and the four years of testing.  Variance differences were large enough 
between the years to prevent analyzing data across the years; however, the year combinations of 
2002-2010 and 2003-2011 were similar enough to pair together for analysis in both populations.   
 Three QTL for BYD rating were observed across both populations and year combinations 
on chromosomes 1C, 3C, and 19A.  The most significant QTL was observed on chromosome 3C 
explaining between 51% and 59% of the phenotypic variation in RIL population 4 and 60% to 
66% in RIL population 5. Logarithm of odds (LOD) scores were extremely high for the QTL on 
3C ranging from 16 to 21 in RIL population 4 and from 34-39 in RIL population 5.  This QTL 
appears to be a major contributor to BYDV tolerance, and the high LOD scores provide 
confidence in the presence of the QTL.  A similar highly significant QTL was seen by Zhu et. al. 
(2003) in the cross of the tolerant variety Ogle and the sensitive MAM17-5 on linkage group 
OM1 with a LOD score of 16.9 that explained 31.7% of the phenotypic variation using 272 
AFLP, RFLP and SSR markers.  Because the current consensus map does not contain these older 
markers, it is not clear which linkage group from the Ogle – MAM (OM) population matches 
with the consensus chromosomes; however, the belief is that the significant QTL in the OM 
population is associated with chromosome 19A of the consensus map (personal communication, 
R. Oliver, 2013). 
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 Broad-sense heritability estimates were considered to be high in both populations for 
BYD rating.  Moderately high to high heritability for BYD rating have been previously reported 
(Barbosa-Neto et al., 2000).  The results of the QTL study can also help explain the high 
heritability because the two large QTL that were found on chromosome 3C and 19A explained 
the majority of the phenotypic variation.   
The QTL identified in the two populations had explained phenotypic variances that 
totaled above 100% for each of the population and year combinations.  This is due to the 
overestimation of the QTL and is referred to as the Beavis effect (Beavis, 1994; Beavis, 1998).  
In QTL simulations using progeny ranging from 100 to 1000. Beavis determined that the 
phenotypic variance explained by correctly identified QTL is greatly overestimated at 100 
progeny.  As the number of lines increases to 500, the variances are slightly overestimated and at 
1000 lines were very close.  Because of the relatively small number of lines in the two 
populations, overestimation of the phenotypic variances and effects are likely. 
 The results of this study are to be confirmed through an association panel, and QTL-
marker associations will allow for the utilization of these significant markers in predictive 
breeding.  Using the relative importance of the markers, a subset can be selected for use in 
screening the parents of a breeding program.  Using the subset of markers, the proper allele at a 
locus can be determined, and a theoretical best line can be created.  Through clustering analysis, 
breeding parents can be compared to the theoretical best line for the chosen loci, and crosses can 
then be determined to fix the proper alleles at loci where the parents differ.  The ability of 
breeders to utilize these markers associated with QTL for BYDV tolerance will allow for crosses 






 Three QTL were consistent across the populations and year combinations (1C, 3C, 19A).  
These QTL can be considered novel except for 19A which may have been previously reported by 
Zhu et al. in 2003.  This has not been confirmed to date but as the oat consensus map improves 
and as the older markers are added to it, confirmation of the linkage group to chromosome 
assignments can be established, and the large QTL can be identified.  In this study, two large 
effect QTL were identified on chromosomes 3C and 19A.  These consistent QTL and the markers 
associated can now be used in breeding programs through predictive breeding methods and 
marker assisted selection. This will allow breeders to better pair parents together for crossing and 




2.6 Tables and Figures 
 
Table 2.1 Means and broad-sense heritability (H2) estimates for barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) tolerance ratings for 
recombinant inbred population 4 (IL86-1156 x Clintland 64, 115 lines) and recombinant inbred population 5  
(IL86-6404 x Clintland 64, 177 lines) for data collected in Urbana, IL in years 2002, 2003, 2010, and 2011. 
RIL 
Population 




2002 2.33 9.00 5.68 0.67 – 9.00   
  2003 3.67 8.11 5.52 1.44 – 8.78   
  2010 3.00 8.00 4.45 1.00 – 8.00   
  2011 3.00 8.00 4.75 2.25 – 8.00   
  2002-2010 2.67 8.50 5.06 1.33 – 8.50 0.80 0.73 - 0.85 
  2003-2011 3.33 8.06 5.13 2.10 – 8.06 0.95 0.93 - 0.96 
RIL 
Population 




2002 0.78 9.00 5.63 0.78 - 9.00   
  2003 1.44 8.67 5.89 1.44 - 9.00   
  2010 1.00 8.00 4.89 0.00 – 8.00   
  2011 3.50 7.50 4.90 2.80 – 8.30   
  2002-2010 0.89 8.50 5.27 0.89 – 8.50 0.92 0.90 – 0.94 
  2003-2011 2.47 8.08 5.39 2.50 – 8.60 0.89 0.86 – 0.91 
* BYD rating, 0-9 scale, 0 = tolerant, no symptoms, 9 = completely sensitive
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Table 2.2  Summary of significant quantitative trait loci (QTL) for barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) tolerance in two oat 
recombinant inbred line (RIL) populations derived from the crosses between the sensitive Clintland 64 with the tolerant lines 
IL86-1156 (Population 4) and IL86-6404 for BYD rating. 
Population Chr β cM¥ Linked Marker 2002 - 2010 2003 - 2011 
    LOD* A§ R2 (%)# LOD† A§ R2 (%)# 
4 1C 28.4 GMI_ES_cc11019_290 5.81 -1.79 21.1 … … … 
 1C 0.4 GMI_DS_LB_3488 … … … 4.67 -0.51 17.3 
 3C 26.7 GMI_ES12_c8736_490 17.70 -0.93 51.4 … … … 
 3C 27 GMI_DS_cc1800_254 … … … 21.79 -0.95 58.8 
 5C 81.8 GMI_DS_LB_6884 3.71 -0.50 14.0 … … … 
 19A 391.6 GMI_ES05_cc4422_582 5.18 -1.49 19.0 5.85 -1.60 21.2 
Population Chr β cM¥ Linked Marker 2002 - 2010 2003 - 2011 
    LOD^ A§ R2 (%)# LOD‡ A§ R2 (%)# 
5 1C 118.7 GMI_ES_LB_7284 4.97 -0.53 12.8 … … … 
 1C 110.7 GMI_ES17_c13199_137 … … … 4.70 -0.30 12.1 
 3C 34.5 GMI_DS_cc1800_254 33.58 -1.23 60.4 38.64 -1.01 65.6 
 5C 59.2 GMI_GBS_9676 4.39 -0.34 11.1 4.28 -0.26 11.1 
 19A 200.5 GMI_ES17_c360_817 21.08 -1.30 44.1 18.31 -0.95 39.6 
 15A 0.3 GMI_DS_opt_12128_39 4.00 -0.32 10.5 … … … 
 9D 67.0 GMI_ES14_c2753_587 … … … 5.35 -0.99 13.7 
 12D 92.6 GMI_DS_LB_6064 … … … 4.85 -0.28 12.5 
 β Chromosomal location of linked marker 
¥ Location of the marker along the linkage group in centimorgans (cM) 
§ The additive effects from the marker at the peak LOD. 
* Critical LOD value of 3.19  
 † Critical LOD value of 3.18 
 ^ Critical LOD value of 3.08 
 ‡ Critical LOD value of 2.74 




Figure 2.1 Frequency distributions of 115 recombinant inbred lines (RIL population 4) 
developed from a cross between the tolerant IL86-1156 and the sensitive Clintland 64 for 



























Figure 2.2 Frequency distributions of 115 recombinant inbred lines (RIL population 4) 
developed from a cross between the tolerant IL86-1156 and the sensitive Clintland 64 for 

























𝑋  = 5.13 
SD = 0.12 
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Figure 2.3 Frequency distributions of 177 recombinant inbred lines (RIL populations 5) 
developed from a cross between the tolerant IL86-6404 and the sensitive Clintland 64 for 




























Figure 2.4 Frequency distributions of 177 recombinant inbred lines (RIL population 5) 
developed from a cross between the tolerant IL86-6404 and the sensitive Clintland 64 for 
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EVALUATION OF TOTAL BIOMASS AND PERCENT DWARFING AS A SELECTION 




3.1 Introduction  
 
Oat (Avena sativa L.) is an important cereal grain grown worldwide for consumption by 
both humans and livestock.  Once a prominent crop, ranking sixth in the world in production in 
1992, but production has been trending downward as more and more producers place emphasis 
on crops such as corn and soybean (Marshall and Sorrells, 1992). Barley yellow dwarf (BYD) is 
a destructive disease of small grains that is caused by barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV).  The 
disease can have substantial effects on grain yield because of reduction of photosynthates 
produced and root growth inhibition.   
 There are many symptoms of BYD; however, there is no one symptom that is an effective 
indicator of susceptibility (Endo and Brown, 1964).  Traditionally, a 0 to 9 scale is used for a 
visual evaluation based on stunting, blasting and chlorosis (Qualset, 1984; Hewings et al., 1992).  
Using this scale, a rating of 0 would be a completely healthy plant, while a rating of 9 would be 
severely infected, mostly blasted and highly stunted. The 0 to 9 scale can be used with both 
wheat and oats.   
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 Problems can arise when using this visual evaluation scale because it leaves room for 
interpretation among raters.  This is especially the case when raters are inexperienced.  For the 
most part, experienced raters will be within one unit of each other with their ratings.  Lack of 
phenotypic variation can also pose a problem in improving oat for BYD.  When most ratings are 
in the intermediate range, effective selection can be difficult to achieve (Kolb, personal 
communication, 2010).  To help obtain better selections within wheat breeding material, the 
University of Illinois wheat breeding program uses control and inoculated hills in the disease 
nursery.  This allows the ratings of inoculated hills to be determined in relation to control plants.  
Even using this method, it still remains difficult to make effective selections.  
 This study examined three different evaluation methods for BYDV on wheat and oats.  
BYD rating, percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss were all examined for their evaluation 
effectiveness.  A recommendation was then be made for the method or methods that is the most 
effective for BYD evaluation. 
 




 Three methods to evaluate BYDV tolerance were used with spring oat and winter wheat 
breeding lines.  Nineteen spring oat varieties were evaluated along with six BYD checks 
(Clintland 64, Dane, Otee, IL86-5698, IL2901, IL86-6404).  Twenty-six advanced oat breeding 
lines and four sets of near-isogenic spring oat germplasm lines from the University of Illinois at 
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Urbana-Champaign were also included in the oat biomass test (Ochs 2004; Kolb, 2006).  Several 
winter wheat tests from the University of Illinois BYDV nursery were examined including the 
Uniform Eastern Soft Red Winter Wheat Nursery, Five-State Advanced Test and 55 entries in the 
University of Illinois Advanced Test (Appendix B).  These tests included lines varying in 
tolerance as well as the most advanced breeding lines in the University of Illinois Small Grains 
Breeding Program. 
 Both oat and wheat tests were planted in 15 seed hills with a control and inoculated hill 
for each entry. Rows of hills were spaced at 0.6 meters (two feet) apart and each hill within the 
row spaced 0.3 meters (one foot) from the next hill.  Control and inoculated rows were planted in 
a pattern to help contain the aphids on just inoculated rows.  Control and inoculated rows of 
winter wheat were separated by a solid row of spring barley to also help contain aphids.  The 
tests were planted in a randomized complete block design with two replications.  Wheat tests 
were planted on 30 September 2010 and 30 September 2011. Oats were planted on 13 April 2011 
and 15 March 2012. 
 
Phenotypic Evaluation and BYDV Inoculation 
 
The Illinois isolate of BYDV-PAV was used to evaluate BYDV tolerance for both wheat 
and oats.  Rhopalosiphum padi was used as the aphid vector for the virus.  Aphids were reared on 
barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) in the greenhouse cages and applied to the plants at the three leaf 
stage.  The aphids were sprayed with insecticide (Cygon 2E™ for oats and Warrior® for wheat) 
after one week.  BYDV severity was evaluated using a scale from 0 to 9 with 0 being assigned to 
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the most tolerant plants and 9 indicating the most sensitive (Qualset, 1984; Hewings et al., 1992).  
Ratings were assigned by estimating stunting, tillering, head size and leaf discoloration versus 
the control in wheat.  Oats were evaluated on stunting, leaf discoloration and blasting of florets 
in the panicles in comparison to the control hill.  Ratings were taken after anthesis, and stem 
elongation were completed in accordance with the standard procedures performed in the 
University of Illinois small grains breeding program.  
 Height of both control and inoculated hills was measured.  From the height data, percent 
dwarfing for each genotype was calculated using the equation ((Control-Inoculated)/Control) x 
100.  Total above ground dry biomass was measured for all oat and wheat hills when plants 
reached full maturity.  This was done by cutting the stems at ground level and placing them in a 
bag for drying at 100ºF.  Length of drying period was determined by randomly selecting three 
bags and measuring the mass of the bags on consecutive days until the mass stabilized and was 
considered to be finalized dry matter. After the drying period, the total mass of the hill was 
recorded.  Calculation of percent biomass loss was accomplished using the mass of the control 
and inoculated hills and the equation (1-(Inoculated/Control)) x 100. The lines in each of the 
combined tests were also ranked using each method, and the ranks were compared to BYD rating 




 PROC MIXED of SAS (SAS Institute, 2008) was used to analyze the ratings, percent 
stunting and dry biomass weights with a significance threshold of α = 0.05.   Residuals were 
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analyzed using PROC UNIVARIATE of SAS for normality.  PROC GLM was used for analysis 
of homogeneity of variance between years and for determination of combining data over years.  
Pearson and Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients were calculated using PROC CORR 
procedure of SAS and a significant threshold of α = 0.05.  The statistical model used included 
year, replication nested in year, entry, year*entry and the error term. The year x entry term was 
not included when found to be not significant.  All terms in the model were considered to be 
random terms.  The ESTIMATE statement in PROC MIXED was used to estimate best linear 
unbiased predictors (BLUPs).  A REPEATED statement where GROUP = YEAR was used when 
homogeneity of variance between years failed and would prevent the pooling of variances for 
proper standard errors. 
 Several criteria were included when determining which method was recommended for 
use in selection of BYDV tolerance in wheat and oat.   The variation due to genotype that each 
method exhibited was examined by converting the genotypic variances to standard deviations. 
The percent of total variation due to genotypes was also calculated.  The ease of use of each 
method was also considered based on amount of time required to perform the tasks as well as the 
ability of people other than the principal breeder to perform each method. The method exhibiting 
the most variation due to genotype but also the method that allows evaluation in a timely manner 
and ease of data collection was determined to be the best method.  A combination of methods 










Disease measurements showed continuous distributions for the three methods across the 
years (Figure 3.1 and Appendix B).  The average BYD rating across both years was 4.4 with a 
standard deviation of 0.14 (Table 3.1).  Percent dwarfing had a mean of 3.9 and a standard 
deviation of 1.16.  The mean percent biomass loss was 10.8 with a standard deviation of 1.72. 
The genetic standard deviations and the percentage of the total variance resulting from genotypes 
of the combined years showed a wide range among the three methods.  Percent biomass loss 
exhibited the genetic standard deviation at 11.53 (Table 3.2).  Percent dwarfing and BYD rating 
showed genetic standard deviations of 1.89 and 0.92, respectively.   BYD rating had the highest 
percentage of the total variance due to genotypes at 44% while percent biomass los and percent 
dwarfing followed at 20% and 7%, respectively.  Pearson correlation coefficients for BYD rating 
had a coefficient of 0.40 with percent dwarfing and 0.44 with percent biomass loss (Table 3.5).  
Percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss had the strongest correlation of 0.56.  Spearman 
correlations resembled that of the Pearson correlations. 
Examining the top ten (including ties) oat lines in each of the evaluation methods over 
both years in comparison to the top ten in BYD rating, only four lines from percent dwarfing and 
five lines from percent biomass loss were in the top ten in BYD rating.  These included IL06-
4139, IL2901, IL06-8147 and Shelby 427 in percent dwarfing and IL06-4139, Woodburn, IL06-
5433, IL06-5433 and IL2901 in percent biomass loss (Appendix B).  The breeding line IL06-
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4139 ranked first in both percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss but ranked second in BYD 
rating.  The line that had the lowest BYD rating score was IL05-9330 but was ranked in the 
bottom ten of percent dwarfing and performed poorly when measured by percent biomass loss.  
This could be due to poor germination of seed or natural infection affecting the control plant. 
The bottom ten oat lines were also examined to see if there were any similarities with 
BYD rating. Using the percent dwarfing method, five lines were similar to the bottom ten lines in 
BYD rating.  These included 2294-1, 2250-15, 2277-1, 2246-5 and Clintland 64 (Appendix B).  
Percent biomass loss had seven lines that were similar to BYD rating and these included 2250-3, 
2294-1, Kame, 2277-1. 2250-15, 2246-5 and Clintland 64.  Clintland 64 ranked last using every 
method, which was expected since it is extremely sensitive to BYDV and is used as a sensitive 
check in the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign small grains breeding program BYDV 
nursery. 
 
Combined Wheat – 5-State Test 
 
Disease measurements showed continuous distributions for the three methods over the 
two years (Figure 3.2).  The average BYD rating across both years in the 5-State Test was 4.6 
with a standard deviation of 0.17 (Table 3.1).  Percent dwarfing had a mean of 7.27 and a 
standard deviation of 1.00.  Percent biomass loss mean was 31.8 with a standard deviation of 
1.94.  Genetic standard deviations were similar to those previously seen throughout the oat and 
wheat tests.  Percent biomass loss exhibited the largest genetic standard deviation at 8.44 (Table 
3.2).  Percent dwarfing and BYD rating showed genetic standard deviations of 2.73 and 0.74, 
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respectively.  BYD rating had the largest percentage of the total variance due to genotypes at 
29% followed by percent dwarfing at 19% and percent biomass loss at 13%.  BYD rating had a 
Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.58 with percent dwarfing and 0.71 with percent biomass loss 
(Table 3.4).  Percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss had the strongest correlation of 0.72.  
Spearman correlation coefficients were slightly higher than Pearson correlations.  
Since, the 5-State test is quite small, the top 20% of the ranked lines were examined, 
which rounded to the top six lines.  The top ranked line for BYD rating was MO 080864 with a 
2.75 rating (Appendix B).  It ranked second in percent dwarfing and fourth in percent biomass 
loss.  Overall only two lines that ranked in the top six lines of percent dwarfing were in the top 
six ranked lines in BYD rating.  Percent biomass loss only shared MO 080864 with the BYD 
rating top six lines.  All three methods shared the same bottom 10% of lines (3 lines).  These 
lines included 0570A1-2-39-5, 0547A1-7-7-3-1 and 0175A1-37-4-1.  All three lines come from 
Purdue University and most likely lack a significant source of BYDV tolerance. 
 
Combined Wheat - Uniform Eastern 
 
The average BYD rating for the Uniform Eastern Test in 2011 and 2012 combined was 
5.1 with a standard deviation of 0.27 (Table 3.1).  Percent dwarfing had a mean across both years 
of 5.8 with a standard deviation of 0.85 while percent biomass loss had a mean of 29.4 with a 
standard deviation of 2.42.  Percent biomass loss had the genetic standard deviation at 5.49 with 
percent dwarfing having the next highest at 0.99 (Table 3.2).  BYD rating had the lowest genetic 
standard deviation across both years of 0.45.  BYD rating exhibited the largest percentage of 
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total variance due to genotypes at 11% followed by percent biomass loss at 5% and percent 
dwarfing at 3%.  The Pearson correlation coefficients between the three traits were all very 
similar with BYD rating and percent dwarfing having the strongest relationship at 0.58 (Table 
3.5).  BYD rating and percent biomass loss had a correlation of 0.54 while percent dwarfing and 
percent biomass loss having a correlation of 0.53.  Spearman correlations were slightly higher 
than Pearson correlations.  
The top 20% in the Uniform Eastern test would be eight lines, however, there were 
numerous ties in the sixth and tenth position.  Including all of these lines, the top fourteen lines 
were examined for similarities in rankings among the methods.  The top line in BYD rating was 
VA08W-176 (Appendix B).  This line ranked second in percent dwarfing but was not ranked in 
the top fourteen for percent biomass loss.  Overall, percent dwarfing had five lines out of the top 
fourteen that it shared with the top fourteen in BYD rating.  Percent biomass loss had seven lines 
that were ranked in the top fifteen that were similar with the top fifteen BYD rating.  The bottom 
nine lines (roughly 20%) were also examined among the methods.  The line that ranked last in 
BYD rating was MH07-7474. This line also ranked last in percent biomass loss and second to 
last in percent dwarfing.  Overall, percent dwarfing shared five lines out of the nine lines with 
BYD rating while percent biomass loss shared six of the bottom nines lines with BYD rating. 
 
Combined Wheat – Advanced Test 
 
The average BYD rating for the Advanced Test was 5.0 with a standard deviation of 0.06 
(Table 3.1).  The mean percent dwarfing across both years was 6.7 with a standard deviation of 
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0.42.  Percent biomass loss was 33.1 with a standard deviation of 1.39.  Percent biomass loss had 
the largest genetic standard deviation at 7.09 (Table 3.2).  Percent dwarfing had the next highest 
genetic standard deviation at 1.76 while BYD rating had a genetic standard deviation of 0.24.   
Percent biomass loss exhibited the largest percentage of the total variance due to genotypes at 
12% while percent dwarfing was at 8% and BYD rating at 6%.  Percent dwarfing and percent 
biomass loss had the strongest Pearson correlation coefficient at 0.58 (Table 3.6).  BYD rating 
and percent biomass loss had correlation of 0.55 while BYD rating and percent dwarfing had a 
correlation of 0.43.  Spearman rank correlations resembled that of the Pearson correlations.  
 The top ten ranked lines (20%) in the Advanced Test were examined between the 
methods.  Since there were five lines that were tied for the tenth rank in BYD rating, the top 
fourteen lines would be examined to see similarities.  The top line in BYD rating was 07-4348 
with a rating of 3.00.  07-4348 ranked ninth in both percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss 
(Appendix B).  The Illinois line 07-20743 ranked in the top three in all three methods including 
first in percent dwarfing.  Overall both percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss shared five 
lines in the top fourteen with BYD rating.   
Because of rank ties, the bottom ten lines or 18% were examined as well (Appendix B).  
The line that ranked the last in BYD rating was 07-23420 and it also ranked last in percent 
dwarfing.  07-23420 ranked fifty-third out of the 55 lines in percent biomass loss. Overall 
percent dwarfing only shared four out of the bottom ten lines with BYD rating.  Percent biomass 
loss appears do have done a better job at identifying the sensitive lines by sharing seven out the 
bottom ten lines with BYD rating. 
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 An interesting finding that resulted from the measurements of percent biomass loss and 
percent dwarfing in all the tests was the phenomenon of having negative values.  In other words, 
the inoculated plot being taller or having more biomass than the control plants.  Having a 
negative percent biomass loss and negative percent dwarfing does not make sense biologically 
but was likely due to environmental factors.  In Illinois, natural infection of BYDV is seen every 
year and therefore is very difficult to ensure that control plants are not exposed to the virus. If 
control plants get infected with the virus, then the values rating, percent biomass loss and percent 
dwarfing values could be affected.  Several options were considered to deal with the problem.  
These included excluding the negative data, restricting the data to 0, or keeping the data as is.  
After consultation with statisticians, it was decided to keep the data as is since the data was 




 For any disease in any crop, a consistent evaluation method for the disease is required to 
make progress in breeding.  The primary problem regarding the ability to phenotype BYD 
tolerance for selection purposes, is the lack variation that is observed within a BYDV nursery in 
wheat (Kolb, Personal Communication).  The purpose of this study was to examine this issue and 
determine if another method is more effective than visual rating of the disease.  The traditional 
zero to nine rating scale was compared to percent dwarfing as well as percent biomass loss 
between control and inoculated plants.  In considering which method is more appropriate for 
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disease evaluation in a breeding setting, it is important to consider how easily the plants can be 
phenotyped with the method, as well as the ability to acquire the data in a timely manner. 
 Since variation is the key component for making breeding progress for tolerance to the 
disease, and has seemed to be lacking phenotypically in the field, examining the genetic variance 
of each method is important.  Because each method is in different units, standard deviations 
allow for direct comparison of the amount of variation among the methods.  The use of the BYD 
rating in oat breeding has improved tolerance in oats and in this study was used to help 
determine an evaluation method that would be useful in wheat as well.  Examining the genetic 
standard deviations for BYD rating between the oat test and the three wheat tests will help 
understand if variation for BYDV symptoms is different between the two crops. 
 The genetic standard deviation for BYD rating was largest in the oat test compared to the 
three wheat tests.  Since visual symptoms are tougher to discern in wheat than in oats these 
results were expected.  The percent of the total variance due to genotypes was also highest in 
oats than the three wheat test providing further evidence that symptoms on wheat may be lacking 
phenotypically. 
The Advanced Test, which includes advanced breeding lines in the University of Illinois 
Small Grains Breeding Program, exhibited the smallest standard deviation for BYD rating 
among the three wheat tests.  This was to be expected because similarities between lines due to 
using the same sources of BYDV tolerance within the breeding program.  The results from the 
standard deviations of the three wheat tests show that the amount of variation that can be 
captured by the BYD rating method is dependent on the sources of the lines and adaptation of the 
material to the geographical region where the BYDV screening takes place.   
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 Comparing the three different evaluation methods for the amount of variation can help 
determine if other methods are superior in expressing the differences in BYDV symptoms.  In 
oats, across both years, percent biomass loss had the largest genetic standard deviation (11.53) 
among the traits and seems to capture more genetic variation than dwarfing (1.89) or rating 
(0.92) (Table 3.2).  This was expected because there could be many factors that could affect 
percent biomass loss.  A main concern, which could affect biomass loss of a fifteen seed hill is 
the germination of the seeds.  Poor germination of one or more seeds could have a large effect on 
biomass loss.  If a cultivar is not adapted to the region of growth, then germination could be 
affected and thusly have a false amount of biomass loss between the control and inoculated hills. 
Since the current method of evaluation is using the rating method, correlations between 
the other methods and BYD rating can allow for insight into the ability of one method to be used 
as proxy for the other method.  Correlations were similar for percent dwarfing and percent 
biomass loss with BYD rating but percent biomass loss did consistently have a stronger 
correlation.  (Table 3.3-3.6).  The strongest correlations were observed between percent dwarfing 
and percent biomass loss in most cases with the exception of the 5-State Test where BYD rating 
and percent biomass loss was strongest (Table 3.4).  Throughout the tests examined, it appears 
that percent biomass loss had a higher correlation with BYD rating, but this was not always the 
case.  Even with a stronger correlation, the correlation between percent biomass loss and BYD 
rating was only slightly higher than the correlation between percent dwarfing and BYD rating.   
 When examining the top ten oat lines in each of the evaluation methods over both years 
in comparison to the top ten in BYD rating, percent dwarfing had four lines similar to that in 
BYD rating ranks while percent biomass loss had five.  Both methods seem to rank the most 
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sensitive lines in a similar manner to that of BYD rating with percent dwarfing having similar 
lines and percent biomass loss having slightly more at eight.  Each method was able to classify 
the sensitive check, Clintland 64, as the most sensitive line.  Since BYD rating is efficient in 
capturing variation in oats, it seems that neither percent dwarfing nor percent biomass loss is 
superior to BYD ratings in evaluating the most tolerant lines but are efficient at evaluating the 
most sensitive lines.  
 In the three wheat tests examined, similar results to the oats was seen in the rankings 
(Appendix B).  In the 5-State Test percent dwarfing had two of six lines similar to BYD rating 
and percent biomass loss had one out of six.  As in oats, both methods examined were better at 
ranking the most sensitive lines in agreement with BYD rating (three out of six for percent 
dwarfing and four out of six for percent biomass loss) than ranking the top lines.  In fact, the 
bottom three lines in BYD rating all ranked in the bottom three for both percent dwarfing and 
percent biomass loss.  Percent dwarfing ranked five out of fourteen lines in agreement with the 
top BYD rating lines in the Uniform Eastern Test while percent biomass loss was slightly higher 
at seven lines in agreement.  Both methods ranked the bottom lines in a similar fashion with 
percent dwarfing having five lines out of nine and percent biomass loss having seven lines out of 
nine in agreement with the bottom BYD rating ranks.  In the Advanced Test, both methods 
ranked the same number of lines (five) in the top fourteen in agreement with BYD rating ranks.  
Percent biomass loss was in more agreement with BYD ratings at ranking the most sensitive 
lines (seven out of ten) than percent dwarfing (four out of ten). 
 Overall it appeared that percent biomass loss may be slightly better at ranking lines in 
agreement with the BYD rating rankings.  This is not a surprise since percent biomass loss had a 
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stronger correlation with BYD rating than percent dwarfing; however, both methods ranked the 
most sensitive lines in a similar fashion and both seemed to identify the sensitive lines better than 
they could identify the most tolerant lines.  These results could lead to the use of percent 
dwarfing and or percent biomass loss to be used for early generation testing to allow for the most 
sensitive lines to be thrown out before spending time and resources later in the breeding 
program.  
 The negative values (i.e. inoculated plants taller or more biomass than control plants) 
observed for percent biomass loss and percent dwarfing were likely due to the natural infection 
occurring in the environment.  It is unlikely due to contamination from the inoculated plots 
because of the field set-up of control and inoculated hills and also the use of rows of spring 
barley to separate control and inoculated hill in wheat.  All plots are also sprayed with insecticide 
one week after inoculation.  In order to control for natural infection, multiple sprays of 
insecticide before and after the experimental inoculation will need to be used in the future. 
The time required to perform each method is also very important to examine.  BYD 
ratings and percent dwarfing are two very quick methods with usually less than ten seconds spent 
on each hill.  Whereas, percent biomass loss requires the harvesting of each hill followed by a 
three day drying period to remove moisture and finally a mass of each control and inoculated hill 
is taken.  Another advantage that BYD ratings have over the other methods is that one rating is 
made between the controls and inoculated hills whereas for the percent dwarfing and percent 
biomass loss, a measurement is needed for both control and inoculated hills.  BYD ratings are the 
quickest evaluation method examined in this study, followed by percent dwarfing.  Percent 
biomass loss is the slowest and most time consuming method examined. 
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 When it comes to who can collect the data, both percent dwarfing and percent biomass 
loss methods have the ability to be accomplished using workers other than the principal breeder 
or assistant breeder because they are basic measurements. Taking BYD ratings requires more 
skill and experience as well previous knowledge BYDV symptoms on oats and wheat.  The 
breeder and a few highly trained individuals that have experience evaluating the symptoms 
usually are the only people to take BYD ratings and therefore is a disadvantage. No previous 
experience is needed for workers to take height measurements and harvesting the plants at 
ground level for their use in biomass evaluation and dwarfing calculations.  These methods 
provide an opportunity for the breeder to focus on other aspects of the breeding program such as 
selections or other disease evaluations instead of spending time taking ratings. 
 It is recommended that BYD rating continued to be used as the evaluation method in oats.   
This is because in oats, BYD rating has proven to be a successful method for evaluation but also 
because percent biomass loss requires too much time and work compared to the other methods.  
The resulting gain in captured variation does not offset the required time to complete percent 
biomass loss.  It also appears in oats that BYD rating represented more than double the 
percentage of total variance.  In wheat, it is recommended to continue and use both BYD rating 
and percent dwarfing as the evaluation methods.  The addition of percent dwarfing can allow for 
more capture of more variation, as does percent biomass loss, but does so in a quicker manner 
while still showing a positive correlation with percent biomass loss.   
 Future work is needed to continue to examine these methods as well as other methods 
that allow for more efficient selections for BYDV.  Control of natural infection is needed to 
ensure the control plants do not get contaminated with BYDV in nurseries.  This could be done 
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using multiple sprays of an insecticide throughout the growing season.  An evaluation method 
that has previously been researched is measuring root growth of between control and inoculated 
plants.  This could be done in the field using the BYDV nursery and digging roots (Riedell et. al., 
2003), however would most likely be more time consuming than many other methods.  An 
alternative option to examine roots would be to screen plants in an aeroponic culture (Kolb et. al. 
1991, Hoffman and Kolb, 1997).  The focus of future work could also shift to high throughput 
methods, which could include the use of cameras and pixel analysis.  This would require some 




While the BYD rating has been utilized successfully in increasing the tolerance of 
breeding lines in oats, the same progress has not been observed in wheat.  The use of percent 
biomass loss and percent dwarfing allow for the ability to capture more phenotypic variation than 
BYD rating; however, these methods may increase the time required to obtain the data.   Percent 
biomass loss seems to capture the most variation but requires the most time for data collection 
which could pose problems in large breeding nurseries.  Percent dwarfing fell in the middle of 
the three methods when it comes to capturing phenotypic variation but requires less time in data 
acquisition than percent biomass. Both percent biomass loss and percent dwarfing allow for data 
collection by people other than the primary breeder because they are simple measurements that 
do not require previous knowledge. 
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Compared to the current rating method that is being used, both percent biomass loss and 
percent dwarfing have similar correlations with BYD rating.  Percent biomass loss and percent 
dwarfing also rank the top and bottom lines in a similar fashion.  Because of this BYD rating 
should continue to be used, especially in oats but should be used in combination with percent 
dwarfing in wheat.  In this case, an index could be created to weight the BYD rating and percent 
dwarfing but would need to be examined further.  Because percent dwarfing is a relatively quick 
method, the time that is added on in combination with the ratings would be worth the return on 
increased variation that could be captured.  Research into other methods could also help 





3.6 Tables and Figures 
 
 
Table 3.1 Means and standard deviations (SD) for barley yellow dwarf virus 
(BYDV) rating, percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss for 2011 and 2012  
in oats and wheat. 
  2011 2012 2 year Mean 
Test Trait ?̅? ± 𝑆𝐷 ?̅? ± 𝑆𝐷 ?̅? ± 𝑆𝐷 
Oats BYD rating, 0-9 4.34 ± 0.20 4.38 ± 0.23 4.36 ± 0.14 
 Dwarfing†, % 2.44 ± 2.06 5.39 ± 2.07 3.92 ± 1.16 
 Biomass Loss‡, % 10.63 ± 1.68 10.99 ± 1.67 10.81 ± 1.72 
Wheat 5-State BYD rating, 0-9 4.88 ± 0.19 4.39 ± 0.19 4.64 ± 0.17 
 Dwarfing†, % 9.72 ± 1.40 4.83 ± 1.41 7.27 ± 1.00 
 Biomass Loss‡, % 41.90 ± 2.38 21.62 ± 2.40 31.76 ± 1.94 
Wheat U.E. BYD rating, 0-9 5.28 ± 0.54 4.83 ± 0.53 5.06 ± 0.27 
 Dwarfing†, % 7.29 ± 1.16 4.40 ± 1.17 5.85 ± 0.85 
 Biomass Loss‡, % 40.64 ± 3.48 18.23 ± 3.51 29.44 ± 2.42 
Wheat Adv. BYD rating, 0-9 5.14 ± 0.67 4.79 ± 0.08 4.96 ± 0.06 
 Dwarfing†, % 9.53 ± 0.54 3.79 ± 0.58 6.66 ± 0.42 
 Biomass Loss‡, % 41.85 ± 1.63 24.27 ± 1.78 33.06 ± 1.39 
*BYD rating 0-9, 0 = tolerant, no symptoms 9 = sensitive 
†Dwarfing = ((Control height – Inoc. height) / Control height) x 100 
‡Biomass Loss = (1 - (Inoc. / Control)) x 100 
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Table 3.2 Genetic variances (𝝈𝑮
𝟐), genetic standard deviations (𝝈𝑮) and proportion of the total variance from the genotypes for 
barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) rating, percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss in the oat, 5-State wheat, Uniform 
Eastern wheat, and Advanced wheat tests over the combined years 2011 and 2012. 









































0.06 0.24 6 3.11 1.76 8 50.30 7.09 12 
*BYD rating 0-9, 0 = tolerant, no symptoms 9 = sensitive 
†Dwarfing = ((Control height – Inoculated height) / Control height) x 100 
‡Biomass Loss = (1 - (Inoculated / Control)) x 100 
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Table 3.3 Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients with probability values for disease data on oats  
using three different evaluation methods for barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) in 2011, 2012 and the  
combined years. 













0.35 0.40 1 0.22 0.33 
N = 175 <.0001 <.0001  0.0042 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†   1 
0.65  1 0.64 








0.45 0.49 1 0.46 0.45 
N = 161 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†   1 
0.55  1 0.55 








0.4 0.44 1 0.34 0.39 
N = 336 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†   1 
0.56  1 0.56 




    1   1 
#BYD rating = 0-9 scale, 0 = no symptoms 9 = sensitive 
†Dwarfing = ((Cont. height – Inoc. height) / Cont. height) x 100 




Table 3.4 Pearson correlation coefficients with probability values for disease data using three different  
evaluation methods for barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) in the wheat 5-State Test for 2011, 2012, 
 and combined years. 















0.48 0.58 1.00 0.53 0.65 
N = 50 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†  1.00 
0.57  1.00 0.61 








0.61 0.77 1.00 0.61 0.73 
N = 48 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†  1.00 
0.66  1.00 0.65 








0.58 0.71 1.00 0.60 
<.0001 
0.71 
N = 98 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†  1.00 
0.72  1.00 0.75 




  1.00   1.00 
#BYD rating = 0-9 scale, 0 = no symptoms 9 = sensitive 
†Dwarfing = ((Cont. height – Inoc. height) / Cont. height) x 100 




Table 3.5 Pearson correlation coefficients with probability values for disease data using three different  
evaluation methods for barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) in the wheat Uniform Eastern Test for 2011, 2012, 
 and combined years. 















0.58 0.33 1.00 0.43 0.45 
N = 75 <.0001 0.0034  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†  1.00 
0.39  1.00 0.46 








0.54 0.62 1.00 0.54 0.55 
N = 48 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†  1.00 
0.57  1.00 0.56 








0.58 0.54 1.00 0.54 
<.0001 
0.61 
N = 151 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†  1.00 
0.53  1.00 0.58 




  1.00   1.00 
#BYD rating = 0-9 scale, 0 = no symptoms 9 = sensitive 
†Dwarfing = ((Cont. height – Inoc. height) / Cont. height) x 100 




Table 3.6 Pearson correlation coefficients with probability values for disease data using three different  
evaluation methods for barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) in the wheat Advanced Test for 2011, 2012, 
 and combined years. 















0.48 0.58 1.00 0.48 0.59 
N = 109 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†  1.00 
0.57  1.00 0.57 








0.40 0.52 1.00 0.41 0.53 
N = 90 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†  1.00 
0.43  1.00 0.41 








0.47 0.56 1.00 0.47 
<.0001 
0.57 
N = 199 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
 
Dwarfing†  1.00 
0.63  1.00 0.65 




  1.00   1.00 
#BYD rating = 0-9 scale, 0 = no symptoms 9 = sensitive 
†Dwarfing = ((Cont. height – Inoc. height) / Cont. height) x 100 




Figure 3.1 Frequency histograms for barley yellow dwarf virus  
(BYDV) rating, percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss in oats  





Figure 3.2 Frequency histograms for barley yellow dwarf virus  
(BYDV) rating, percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss in  





Figure 3.3 Frequency histograms for barley yellow dwarf virus  
(BYDV) rating, percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss in  





Figure 3.4 Frequency histograms for barley yellow dwarf virus  
(BYDV) rating, percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss in  
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Figure A.1 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping analysis for tolerance to 
barley yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2002-2010 for chromosome 3C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 4 derived from a cross 
between IL86-1156 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.2  Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2003-2011 for chromosome 3C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 4 derived from a cross 
between IL86-1156 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.3 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2002-2010 for chromosome 3C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.4 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2003-2011 for chromosome 3C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.5 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2002-2010 for chromosome 19A, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 4 from a cross between IL86-
1156 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds (LOD) threshold 





Figure A.6 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2003-2011 for chromosome 19A, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 4 from a cross between IL86-
1156 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds (LOD) threshold 





Figure A.7 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2002-2010 for chromosome 19A, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.8 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2003-2011 for chromosome 19A, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.9 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2002-2010 for chromosome 1C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 4 derived from a cross 
between IL86-1156 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.10 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2003-2011 for chromosome 1C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 4 derived from a cross 
between IL86-1156 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 





Figure A.11 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2002-2010 for chromosome 1C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 





Figure A.12 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2003-2011 for chromosome 1C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 





Figure A.13 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2002-2010 for chromosome 5C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 4 derived from a cross 
between IL86-1156 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.14 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2002-2010 for chromosome 5C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise (LOD) threshold is 





Figure A.15 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2003-2011 for chromosome 5C, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.16 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2003-2011 for chromosome 15A, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.17 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2003-2011 for chromosome 9D, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 






Figure A.18 Quantitative trait loci from composite interval mapping for tolerance to barley 
yellow dwarf virus averaged from data collected in 2003-2011 for chromosome 12D, 
constructed from the oat recombinant inbred line population 5 derived from a cross 
between IL86-6404 and Clintland 64.  A significant experimental-wise logarithm of odds 







Table B.1 Entry list for the Oats Test planted in 2011 and 2012 for comparison of 
evaluation methods in barley yellow dwarf tolerance. 
Entry Name Pedigree 
1 Baker Blaze/Vista 
2 Buckskin  
3 Chaps Ogle//75-5667/Ogle 
4 Don Coker 234/2/Orbit/CI 8168 
5 Esker  
6 Excel  
7 Jay  
8 Jim  
9 Kame IA B605 X//Dane/Newdak 




12 Rodeo Ogle//75-5667/Ogle 
13 Saber Tack/Spurs 
14 Shelby 427 SD99674/ND960851 
15 Spurs Jay/Rodeo 
16 Tack 91-7730/P8710801-18 
17 Rockford ND950205/HiFi 




20 02-8663 Tack/Spurs 
21 05-3337 96-10351/ OA1021-1 
22 05-9979 00-8279/ 00-8622 
23 06-1965 Spurs/ Buckskin 
24 06-2573 96-10351/ 01-7668 
25 06-3258 Buckskin/ Winona 
26 06-4139 00-219/ 00-4827 
27 06-5170 00-3619/ 00-4827 
28 06-5465 00-4827/ 00-7827 
29 06-7471 00-8279/ 00-4827 
30 07-2675 SD 020883/ IA 99016-1-1 
31 07-8258 00-8439/ Buckskin 
32 07-8273 00-8439/ Buckskin 
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Table B.1 (continued) 
Entry Name Pedigree 
33 07-12027 Saber/ SD 020883 
34 05-513 Woodburn / Spurs 
35 05-1778 OA1021-1/ 00-8279 
36 05-4710 98-10145/ 00-4858 
37 05-9330 00-8007/ Spurs 
38 05-9931 IL00-8279/ IL00-8622 
39 05-11942 Woodburn / 00-8279 
40 06-3761 00-205/ Buckskin 
41 06-5433 
IL00-4827/Buckskin (IL00-4827 = IL93-8370/IL95-
951) 
42 06-7915 00-8439/ Buckskin 
43 06-8147 00-8439/ 00-7138 
44 06-8153 00-8439/ 00-7138 
45 06-8404 00-8622/ 00-4827 
46 Clintland 64 
Clintland*5/LMJHA/3/Clintland/2/Clinton/Grey 
Algerian 
47 Dane N569-42-51/Froker/2/Ogle 
48 Otee Albion/Newton/2/Minhafer/3/Jaycee 
49 86-5698 74-5234/75-5234//81-1454 
50 IL 2901 IL86-5698/IL86-1156//Ogle/IL86-6404 
51 86-6404 75-5743/75-5662/81-1454 
52 2246-5 Clintland 64 *5/IL86-1156 
53 2246-20 Clintland 64 *5/IL86-1156 
54 2250-3 Clintland 64 *5/IL86-5698 
55 2250-15 Clintland 64 *5/IL86-5698 
56 2250-18 Clintland 64 *5/IL86-5698 
57 2277-1 Clintland 64 *5/Ogle 
58 2277-3 Clintland 64 *5/Ogle 
59 2294-1 Clintland 64 *5/IL86-6404 
60 2294-8 Clintland 64 *5/IL86-6404 
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Table B.2 Entry list for the 5-State Advanced Wheat Test planted in 2011 and 2012 for 
comparison of evaluation methods in barley yellow dwarf tolerance. 
Entry Name Pedigree 
1 MO 080103 L910097/MO-92-599 
2 MO 080864 Bess// P92201D5-2/ MO980725 
3 MO 081652 Pioneer 2552/MO 980829 
4 MO 081699 PL 2552/980829 
5 Bess MO11769/Madison (formerly MO981020) 
6 IL06-13708  IL00-8530 / IL97-3632 
7 IL06-13721 00-8530 / 97-3632 
8 IL06-23571 96-6472/ Pio25W33// 94-1653 
9 IL06-31053 IL94-1909/ IL97-3578// P93149A1-5-4-2-6 
10 IL00-8530 89-1687 // 90-6364 / 93-2489 
11 0175A1-37-4-1 981419/97397 
12 02444A1-23-1-3 97395/981129//INW0316 
13 0570A1-2-39-5 INW0412/3/9017/92823//F201R/97462 




16 OH07-98-21  FOSTER / IL95-947 
17 OH07-166-49  OH708 / OH684 
18 OH07-166-41  OH708 / OH684 
19 OH07-254-11  OH728 / VA97W-361WS 
20 MALABAR P92118B4-2 / OH561 
21 KY02C-1121-11 Declaration/Tribute 
22 KY03C-1237-15 25R18/92C-0017-17//KY96C-0767-1 
23 KY02C-1122-06 Declaration/25R44 
24 KY03C-1192-37 KY93C-0876-66//KY96C-0059-21 




Table B.3 Entry list for the Uniform Eastern Wheat Test planted in 2011 and 2012 for 
comparison of evaluation methods in barley yellow dwarf tolerance. 
Entry Name Pedigree 
1 INW0411  
2 Branson 
Pio2737W/891-4584A (Pike/FL302)  (formerly M00-
3701) 
3 Bess MO11769/Madison (formerly MO981020) 
4 Shirley 
VA94-52-25 /Coker 9835//VA96-54-234 (formerly 
VA03W-409) 
5 T171 P92145EB…./T116 
6 MO 080104 L910097/MO 92-599 
7 OH05-200-74 OH629 / HOPEWELL 
8 IL04-24668 98-13404/97-3578 
9 IL05-4236 Truman/KY93C-1238-17-1 
10 TN902 ILL F322W/BL940582//(Card/Mass)/T106 
11 NC05-19896 Burr/NC96BGTA6 sib//Natchez 
12 X08-18A3 Pio25R49/INW0102 
13 X08-39D Roane/Pio25R37 
14 G09408 VA91-54-219/Freedom 
15 G09419 T814/L900819 
16 G09607 Pontiac/Wakefield 
17 IL06-14262 00-8530 /97-1828 
18 OH06-150-57 P.92201D5-2-29/OH708 
19 OH06-180-57 KY90C-042-37-1/OH687 
20 T177 P92145EB…/T116 
21 T178 P92145EB…/T116 
22 GA008-9LE33 Pio26R61/AGS2010 
23 GA016-9LE35 GA941365-E23/GA941238-E24 
24 MH07-7483 M95-2994-1/Pio25R57 
25 MH07-7474 M97-1048/ELKHART 
26 P04702A1-18 INW0316*2/INW0301 
27 P0537A1-12 97397/3/2754//INW0412/98134W 
28 P06403A1-4 INW0411/992059/3/96169//981129/981312 
29 KY02C-3005-25 25R18/McCormick 
30 KY02C-3004-07 Pio25R18/Tribute 
31 VA05W-251 VA98W-130//VA96W-348/Pio26R61 
32 VA08W-176 




Table B.3 (continued) 
Entry Name Pedigree 
33 VA08W-294 
SS 520(VA96W-158=FFR555W/ GORE)/ VA99W-
188[91-54-343 (IN71761A4-31-5-48 //71-54-147/ 
MCN1813)/ ROANE"S"  (91-54-222)] //TRIBUTE,F9 
34 TN1102 KY90C-292-4-1/TX91-57//(Saluda/Becker)/VA94W-158 
35 NC07-23880  
36 MSU Line E5011 Caledonia / NY88024-117 
37 MSU Line E5024 D6234 / Pio 25W33 




Table B.4 Entry list for the Advanced Wheat Test planted in 2011 and 2012 
 for comparison of evaluation methods in barley yellow dwarf tolerance. 
Entry Name Pedigree 
1 Kaskaskia 77-2933/77-3956//Pike/Caldwell 
2 Bess MO11769/Madison (formerly MO981020) 
3 Pio 25R47 na 
4 Pio 25R35 na 
5 Pio 25R62 na 
6 Excel 307 na 
7 MO 080103 L910097/MO-92-599 
8 MO 081320 Truman//Bess/AP Patton 
9 MO 081652 Pioneer 2552/MO 980829 
10 VA05W-151  
11 VA05W-168 FFR522/Tribute 
12 99-26442 IL87-2834-1/Pio2571 
13 00-8061 P81138I1-16-5-50 / Foster // 93-2489 
14 00-8109 P81138I1-16-5-50 / Foster // 93-2489 
15 00-8530 89-1687 // 90-6364 / 93-2489 
16 00-8633 89-1687// 90-6364/ 93-2489 
17 01-11934 90-6364/94-1909 
18 01-16170 95-934/Goldfield 
19 02-18228 Pio25R26/ 9634-24437//95-4162 
20 02-19463B Patton/Cardinal//96-2550 
21 04-8445 94-1653/97-3578 
22 04-9942 95-2516 / 97-3578 
23 04-24668 98-13404/97-3578 
24 05-4236 Truman/KY93C-1238-17-1 
25 06-7550 97-3632/ 98-4632 
26 06-7653 97-3632/ 99-8879 
27 06-13072 IL00-8109/ IL97-3632 
28 06-13708 IL00-8530 / IL97-3632 
29 06-13721 00-8530 / 97-3632 
30 06-14262 00-8530 /97-1828 
31 06-14303 00-8530/ 97-1828 
32 06-14325 IL 00-8530 / IL97-1828 
33 06-23571 96-6472/ Pio25W33// 94-1653 
34 06-31053 IL94-1909/ IL97-3578// P93149A1-5-4-2-6 
35 07- 4348 P96169RE2-3-6-4 / IL01-34159 
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Table B.4 (continued) 
Entry Name Pedigree 
36 07- 4415 
P96169RE2-3-6-4/IL01-34159(IL84-2191/IL87-2834//IL90-
6364//IL96-24851(IL90-6364//IL90-9464/Ning7840)) 
37 07- 4428 P96169RE2-3-6-4 / 01-34159 
38 07- 5051 BW402 / 01-15511 
39 07- 6861 97-1828 / BW 402 
40 07- 7527 97-1828 / 99-12976 
41 07- 7622 IL97-1828 / IL99-12976 
42 07- 12268 IL00-8109 / IL97-1828 
43 07- 12948 00-8530 / 99-27048 
44 07- 14335 01-5642 / 00-7535 
45 07- 14442 01-5642 / 00-7535 
46 07- 14547 01-5642/ 01-3570 
47 07- 16075 01-13830 / 99-27048 
48 07- 19062  
49 07- 19334 IL01-36115/IL79-008T-B-B(DH from IL94-6727/IL96-6472) 
50 07- 20728 McCormick/IL97-1828//IL00-8061 
51 07- 20743 McCormick/97-1828// 00-8061 
52 07- 21847 99-2536/97-3632//00-8061 
53 07- 23420 IL99-15867/ IL96-6472// IL00-8530 
54 07- 24841 00-8530/ 94-1653// 01-5642 





Table B.5 Top ten and bottom ten ranked oat lines in barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) rating, percent dwarfing  
and percent biomass loss across years 2011 and 2012. 




Rank Name Dwarfing† Rank Name Biomass Loss‡ Rank 
05-9330 3.00 1 06-4139^ -5.14 1 06-4139^ -62.40 1 
06-4139 3.17 2 06-5465 -1.29 2 Rodeo -45.70 2 
06-8147 3.17 2 07-8258 -1.22 3 2294-8 -38.53 3 
Shelby 427 3.17 2 IL 2901^ -0.99 4 07-8258 -24.16 4 
06-5433 3.17 2 Saber -0.88 5 Woodburn^ -23.29 5 
IL 2901 3.17 2 06-7915 -0.78 6 06-5433^ -12.35 6 
Baker 3.33 7 06-8147^ -0.69 7 06-3258^ -10.82 7 
Woodburn 3.50 8 06-3258 -0.62 8 Otee -10.46 8 
06-2573 3.50 8 2294-8 0.06 9 IL 2901^ -8.45 9 
07-12027 3.50 8 Shelby 427^ 0.13 10 05-4710 -8.11 10 
Bottom Ten Lines        
05-1778 5.17 51 06-3761 6.37 51 Winona 27.75 51 
2294-8 5.17 51 Winona 6.48 52 Chaps 28.02 52 
Dane 6.00 53 86-6404 7.19 53 2250-3* 30.44 53 
2250-3 6.17 54 2294-1* 9.43 54 Robust 30.63 54 
Kame 6.33 55 05-9330 9.71 55 2294-1* 33.16 55 
2250-15 7.50 56 Don 11.39 56 Kame* 35.21 56 
2277-1 7.50 56 2250-15* 12.21 57 2277-1* 41.10 57 
2246-5 7.67 58 2277-1* 13.84 58 2250-15* 44.09 58 
2294-1 7.67 58 2246-5* 18.22 59 2246-5* 58.58 59 
Clintland 64 8.00 60 Clintland 64* 22.63 60 Clintland 64* 69.61 60 
#BYD rating = 0-9 scale, 0 = no symptoms 9 = completely sensitive 
†Dwarfing = ((Control height – Inoculation height) / Control height) x 100 
‡Biomass Loss = (1 - (Inoculation mass / Control mass)) x 100 
^ Line that ranked in top ten of BYD rating 
* Line that ranked in the bottom ten of BYD rating
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Table B.6 Top six and bottom six wheat lines in barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) rating, percent dwarfing and  
percent biomass loss for the 5-State Test across years 2011 and 2012. 








MO 080864 2.75 1 OH07-166-41  0.60 1 OH07-254-11  11.84 1 
KY03C-1192-37 3.25 2 MO 080864^ 1.27 2 OH07-166-49  12.46 2 
IL06-31053 3.50 3 Bess 2.18 3 IL06-23571 16.86 3 
MO 080103 3.75 4 OH07-254-11  3.88 4 MO 080864^ 17.49 4 
0722A1-1-7 3.75 4 02444A1-23-1-3 5.05 5 KY02C-1122-06 18.74 5 
Pembroke 3.75 4 IL06-31053^ 5.44 6 MO 081652 20.00 6 
Bottom Six Lines         
IL06-13708 5.25 20 OH07-98-21  9.60 20 MALABAR 40.87 20 
KY03C-1237-15 5.50 21 MALABAR 10.28 21 KY03C-1237-15* 41.03 21 
IL06-13721 5.75 22 KY03C-1237-15 10.33 22 IL06-13721 43.78 22 
0570A1-2-39-5 6.25 23 0570A1-2-39-5* 11.42 23 0175A1-37-4-1* 45.70 23 
05247A1-7-7-3-1 6.25 23 0175A1-37-4-1* 12.77 24 0570A1-2-39-5* 56.47 24 
0175A1-37-4-1 6.50 25 05247A1-7-7-3-1* 14.96 25 05247A1-7-7-3-1* 62.52 25 
#BYD rating = 0-9 scale, 0 = no symptoms 9 = completely sensitive 
†Dwarfing = ((Control height – Inoculation height) / Control height) x 100 
‡Biomass Loss = (1 - (Inoculation mass / Control mass)) x 100 
^ Line that ranked in top six of BYD rating 
* Line that ranked in the bottom six of BYD rating
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Table B.7 Top ten and bottom nine ranked lines in the wheat Uniform Eastern test for barley yellow dwarf virus  
(BYDV) rating, percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss across years 2011 and 2012. 




Rank Name Dwarfing† Rank Name Biomass Loss‡ Rank 
VA08W-176 3.50 1 G09607^ 0.52 1 MH07-7483^ 8.82 1 
MSU Line E6012 3.75 2 VA08W-176^ 0.74 2 G09419 12.17 2 
GA008-9LE33 4.00 3 INW0411 1.72 3 TN902 13.20 3 
MH07-7483 4.25 4 TN902 2.23 4 Branson^ 15.81 4 
KY02C-3005-25 4.25 4 TN1102 2.74 5 KY02C-3005-25^ 18.17 5 
Branson 4.50 6 GA016-9LE35 3.21 6 T177 18.49 6 
OH06-180-57 4.50 6 IL05-4236 3.43 7 OH06-150-57^ 21.11 7 
VA08W-294 4.50 6 Bess^ 3.62 8 KY02C-3004-07^ 21.52 8 
TN1102 4.50 6 X08-18A3 4.50 9 P06403A1-4 22.66 9 
Bess 4.75 10 MSU Line E5011 4.60 10 MSU Line E5011 22.72 10 
MO 080104 4.75 10 VA05W-251 4.71 11 GA016-9LE35 22.97 11 
G09607 4.75 10 Branson^ 4.71 11 MSU Line E6012^ 23.82 12 
OH06-150-57 4.75 10 IL04-24668 4.94 13 TN1102^ 25.04 13 
KY02C-3004-07 4.75 10 MH07-7483^ 5.05 14 OH05-200-74 25.49 14 
Bottom Nine Lines       
Shirley 5.50 30 X08-39D* 7.74 30 X08-39D* 37.58 30 
IL05-4236 5.50 30 OH06-150-57 8.71 31 NC07-23880 39.12 31 
NC05-19896 5.50 30 G09419 8.81 32 MO 080104 39.44 32 
IL06-14262 5.50 30 MSU Line E5024 9.02 33 T178* 39.57 33 
X08-39D 5.75 34 T178* 9.03 34 IL04-24668* 42.92 34 
T178 5.75 34 IL06-14262* 9.12 35 IL06-14262* 47.74 35 
IL04-24668 6.00 36 G09408 9.25 36 Shirley* 47.88 36 
P04702A1-18 7.00 37 MH07-7474* 15.59 37 P04702A1-18* 53.87 37 
MH07-7474 7.75 38 P04702A1-18* 18.13 38 MH07-7474* 64.12 38 
#BYD rating = 0-9 scale, 0 = no symptoms 9 = completely sensitive 
†Dwarfing = ((Control height – Inoculation height) / Control height) x 100 
‡Biomass Loss = (1 - (Inoculation mass / Control mass)) x 100 
^ Line that ranked in top ten of BYD rating 
* Line that ranked in the bottom six of BYD rating
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Table B.8 Top ten and bottom ten ranked lines in the wheat Advanced Test for barley yellow dwarf virus  
(BYDV) rating, percent dwarfing and percent biomass loss across years 2011 and 2012. 
Top Ten Lines (including ties)       
Name BYD rating# Rank Name Dwarfing† Rank Name Biomass Loss‡ Rank 
07- 4348 3.00 1 07- 20743^ -0.29 1 06-7653 3.39 1 
07- 20728 3.25 2 07- 14442 1.68 2 VA05W-168 6.67 2 
07- 20743 3.25 2 04-8445 1.79 3 07- 20743^ 9.88 3 
99-26442 3.50 4 00-8061 1.85 4 00-8061 13.63 4 
07- 24841 3.50 4 06-13072^ 2.17 5 VA05W-151 14.17 5 
Pio 25R62 3.75 6 VA05W-151 2.20 6 02-19463B 16.25 6 
02-18228 4.00 7 01-11934 2.28 7 00-8633 16.97 7 
06-14262 4.00 7 06-7653 3.32 8 07- 32217 17.75 8 
07- 4415 4.00 7 07- 4348^ 3.46 9 07- 4348^ 19.98 9 
MO 081320 4.25 10 02-19463B 3.63 10 07- 19062^ 20.07 10 
06-13072 4.25 10 07- 20728^ 3.70 11 07- 14335 21.79 11 
06-14303 4.25 10 07- 19062^ 3.72 12 06-13072^ 21.96 12 
07- 19062 4.25 10 Bess 4.24 13 07- 24841^ 22.04 13 
07- 19334 4.25 10 00-8109 4.36 14 00-8109 22.49 14 
Bottom Ten Lines        
Kaskaskia 5.50 46 06-7550 8.86 46 07- 16075* 39.98 46 
MO 080103 5.50 46 02-18228 8.95 47 07- 4428 41.96 47 
MO 081652 5.50 46 MO 081320 8.99 48 Bess 42.91 48 
00-8530 5.50 46 06-13721* 9.05 49 MO 080103* 43.80 49 
04-24668 5.50 46 06-23571 9.19 50 07- 12948* 44.22 50 
06-13708 5.50 46 Pio 25R35 9.33 51 MO 081652* 44.82 51 
07- 16075 5.50 46 Kaskaskia* 9.96 52 04-8445 45.27 52 
06-13721 5.75 53 07- 21847 9.99 53 07- 23420* 45.50 53 
07- 12948 5.75 53 MO 080103* 11.07 54 06-13721* 50.18 54 
07- 23420 6.00 55 07- 23420* 12.78 55 Kaskaskia* 54.75 55 
#BYD rating = 0-9 scale, 0 = no symptoms 9 = completely sensitive 
†Dwarfing = ((Control height – Inoculation height) / Control height) x 100 
‡Biomass Loss = (1 - (Inoculation mass / Control mass)) x 100 
^ Line that ranked in top ten of BYD rating 
* Line that ranked in the bottom six of BYD rating
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Figure B.1 Frequency histograms for barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV)  





Figure B.2 Frequency histograms for percent dwarfing in oats  





Figure B.3 Frequency histograms for percent biomass loss in oats  





Figure B.4 Frequency histograms for barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) 






Figure B.5 Frequency histograms for percent dwarfing in the 5-State  





Figure B.6 Frequency histograms for percent biomass loss in the 5-State  





Figure B.7 Frequency histograms for barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) 






Figure B.8 Frequency histograms for percent dwarfing in the Uniform 





Figure B.9 Frequency histograms for percent biomass loss in the  






Figure B.10 Frequency histograms for barley yellow dwarf virus 
(BYDV) rating in the Advanced Test measured for years 2011, 2012  





Figure B.11 Frequency histograms for percent dwarfing in the  





Figure B.12 Frequency histograms for percent biomass loss in the  
Advanced Test measured for years 2011, 2012 and combined years. 
 
